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Practice exam question 

Elastic demand 
Mark Hage 

Sample answer for the question on p. 21 of the magazine. 

Sample answer 
One factor that may lead to elastic demand for goods is changes in the price of substitutes. For 
example, with the rising level of Indian and Chinese incomes, there has been a growing trend towards 
Western diets and food habits. When KFC entered the Chinese fast food market in 1987, it had little 
competition and relatively high demand for its novel products. This allowed relatively high prices for 
fried chicken with relatively inelastic demand, PED somewhere between 0 and 1, due to little 
competition and a large market. In 2019 the Chinese fast food industry generates $177.6 billion and 
has many foreign and local brands, meaning competition is fierce and there is much more price 
elasticity: a PED greater than 1. As a consequence, businesses are more likely to operate competitive 
prices, as any rise in price above substitutes’ fast food may mean demand will switch to another 
business, such as McDonald’s or local brands such as Da Niang Dumpling. However, KFC has 
managed to successfully differentiate its products from other brands through innovative menus, 
allowing it to retain customer loyalty and repeat purchases even with rises in prices. Therefore, KFC 
has been able to ensure its products remain less elastic than competitors, helping to improve sales 
and profit margins. 

Another factor that may lead to elastic demand for goods can be a good changing from a peak to an 
off-peak period of demand. For example, flight prices become more price elastic in term times, such 
as late September. Differences in prices can be as much as 87% less for a flight from Gatwick to 
Antalya compared to the same flights in July. This is due to there being less demand for the flights out 
of term time, meaning flight demand is much more sensitive to price fluctuations. As a consequence, 
airlines set much lower prices in order to ensure they maintain sales and keep sufficient levels of 
revenue to at least break even. This ensures the airline can survive low periods of demand. However, 
lower prices may not be enough to ensure further demand will cover costs, as the customers are not 
able to take a cheaper flight as their children are legally required to go to school. This means that the 
more elastic demand for the flights is likely to result in some aircraft flying with low occupancy and 
possibly unable to cover costs, such as fuel and staffing. Elastic demand could lead to falls in positive 
cash flow, which without short-term finance could result in the airline going into administration, such as 
happened to Monarch Airlines in 2017. 

Businesses need to ensure they understand if their products are likely to become more elastic through 
careful analysis of any pricing and how this affects demand. For example, airlines often have tickets 
for aircraft starting at very low prices and as demand increases, gradually increase the price of each 
ticket. Technology linked to sales and prices is also used by supermarkets such as Tesco to predict 
when goods are likely to be more in demand, signalling that elasticity for a product has become more 
or less price sensitive. Marketing techniques such as brand development can also help to reduce the 
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elasticity of products, creating consumer demand based on building up emotional ties to the products, 
such as the kudos of owning the iPhone X. This way, businesses can to some extent reduce the level 
of elasticity in their products and desensitise customers to price increases. 
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